ROLLERT CATCH
FOR USE ON CABINET, WARDROBE AND SMALL INTERIOR DOORS. PROVIDES AUTOMATIC, POSITIVE LATCHING WITH ADJUSTABLE SPRING COMPRESSION.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
TOOLS REQUIRED: Drill, 1/16" drill bit for pilot holes, spade bit for mortising, chisel, hammer, Phillips screwdriver and pencil.

1. Drill \( \frac{13}{16} \) dia. hole 1-3/4" deep (A) in center of edge of door approximately 39" from bottom of door.
2. Insert catch in hole - mark and outline outside shape of plate. Remove catch - drill and mortise plate area 1/16" deep and secure.
3. Position and mark strike on door jamb or inside of cabinet to align with roller catch (curved surface facing out).
4. Mortise area 5/8" x 1-1/4" by 1/4" deep to accommodate inverted catch section of strike (B). Mortise shape of strike plate to 1/16" deep. Drill pilot holes with 1/16" drill bit and secure.

Turn to adjust spring compression.